GHISLAINE FREMAUX, M.F.A.
GHI.FREMAUX@TTU.EDU

MODEL RELEASE CONTRACT
DATE

____________

In consideration of my engagement as a model, I hereby grant the following rights and
permissions to the Artist (GHISLAINE FREMAUX), her heirs, legal representatives, and
assigns, those for whom Artist is acting, and those acting with her authority and
permission. They have the irrevocable, perpetual, and unrestricted right and permission to
exhibit, publish, reproduce in print, sell, loan, and otherwise use and reuse the artworks
(paintings/drawings) in which I have been represented, in whole or in part, whether
recognizable or distorted in character or form, without restriction, in any and all media
now or hereafter known, specifically including but not limited to print media and
distribution over the internet for illustration, promotion, art, editorial, advertising, trade,
or any other purpose whatsoever. I acknowledge that the Artist will be the sole owner of
all rights, including copyright, in and to the artwork.
I understand that the photographs taken of me by the Artist will be used only as reference
imagery for the creation of paintings/drawings. These digital photographs are for the
Artist’s private use in the generation of artworks, and will never be shared, distributed, or
displayed in any form. They will be stored electronically on an external computer drive,
which will be kept in a locked drawer in the Artist’s studio, inaccessible to any third
party. The Artist will primarily work from the photos as they are displayed on her phone
or computer screen, and will rarely print out the photos. Should the Artist need to print
out a photo while developing the artwork, it will be printed on the Artist’s personal
printer in the privacy of her home, and the printed copy, when not in use, will be securely
stored alongside the external computer drive. Any such printed copies will be shredded
promptly after use.
The photographs will be deleted upon the completion of the artwork(s). The photos may
be used to create artwork for two (2) years from the date of their apprehension.
I hereby waive any right that I may have to inspect or approve the finished product or
products and the advertising copy or other matter that may be used in connection with
them or the use to which they may be applied.
I hereby warrant that I am of full age and have the right to contract in my own name. I
have read the above authorization, release, and agreement, prior to its execution, and I am
fully familiar with the contents of this document. This document shall be binding upon
me and my heirs, legal representatives, and assigns.
SIGN ON NEXT PAGE
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GHISLAINE FREMAUX, M.F.A.
GHI.FREMAUX@TTU.EDU

MODEL SIGNATURE

MODEL NAME (PRINTED)

MODEL DATE OF BIRTH

MODEL EMAIL ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER

ARTIST SIGNATURE (GHISLAINE FREMAUX)
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